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Bradley C

on
04/19/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Most accurate of my non-custom 1911 pistols and just as accurate as my custom fitted pistol with match barrel. When I finally decide to stop carrying my Kimber Ultra Plus, I'll be switching to this V-Bob. It is heavier and so it's easier to shoot than the light 3" Kimber as well as being more accurate. 











Patrick M

on
11/29/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great 1911. Buds was great at shipping and handling, and I had no problem with my FFL dealer (DTS Tactical Moss Bluff, LA). I have primarily used CCI Blazer 230 grain FMJ, and Federal 230 grain HST. The magazines it came with work great. I have also used cheap Rock Island Armory Magazines (8-round) with no issue in addition to some Wilson Combat mags. Shoots great, and the modifying the trigger reset is a breeze. Take down is typical of a 1911. I used it primarily for fun and concealed carry. Using a Black Rhino IWB holster with G-Code clips gives minimal if any print. As compared to polymer pistols, it can be slightly heavy. But that's the advantage of a 1911: if you run out of ammo, you can always beat the bad guy to death. TLDR Great 1911. Great Experience with Buds. Highly Recommend Purchase if you're looking for a self-defense/concealed carry pistol. 











Michael S

on
11/04/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Flawless. Night sights are bright on this one, but I recall some others having issues with them being dim in the other reviews. As far as the gun itself, I lubed it up with some FP10 before taking it to its first range visit per the manual's instructions on break in. Brought a mixed lot of bottom of the barrel cheap old ammo with me, some steel case, some aluminum, some brass. Cleaned it after the first and second 50 rounds, and shot the rest without any cleaning. 1 failure to go into battery on the 3rd or 4th magazine. That's it. Shot amazingly well. The guy in the lane next to me asked if he could shoot a magazine through it, was very impressed with it as well. Apart from that, I'm a little sad to see that as of me writing this review (1 day after I picked it up) the price has dropped around $150. I could have put that to work on some more ammo and range time! Regardless, I highly recommend the valor lineup. I can't speak for other dan wesson 1911s, but from what I've heard you can't really go wrong with any of them. 











Jay S

on
12/06/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is my first 1911 purchase, Ive been sitting on the fence too long. The fit and finish are excellent. I can see myself purchasing future Dan Wessons. I'm still in the "break in" period and the only problem I've had has been some factory brass cases too long to chamber fully. I would have prefered two dot rear sight but that is just personal preference and the factory sights are acceptable. Checkering on front/back straps along with the grips give a very firm hold. Very happy with my purchase so far. 











Don C

on
07/18/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The VBob is an exceptional weapon, beautifully built. It has extremely close tolerances; it is hard to tell where the frame ends and the slide begins. I am very pleased with this 1911, its a keeper! 











Javier R

on
04/14/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Received my new Valor and broke it in the same day. I can actually say it's the best firearm in my collection. Excellent weapon extremely accurate. I have purchased various firearms from Buds and they have by far the best prices around. 











Niccolo D

on
09/23/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is what first rate customer service looks like. I ordered on Saturday evening online with a question. I received update information the next day. I received a telephone response to my question first thing Monday morning. Order arrived on Thursday, a day earlier than projected. Excellent. I will update on the pistol later. 











Jim C

on
08/23/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I picked up the VBob today. I brought it home, stripped it, cleaned it up, lubed it and loaded 10 mags and took it out for test fireing. I shot it at 10, 15 and 25 yards. The accuracy was good, and the trigger was crisp and light. On the Lyman digital scale the three pull average was 3.6#'s with no creep at all. I thought muzzle rise was noticably more than my 1911's with bull barrels and recovery not as quick but that could just be me. In 75 rounds I had 2 stove pipes and 2 failure to feed. I was useing the two DW mags, Kimbers and Wilson's. I had never used straight 8 sights before. I thought they worked well though as another review said the rear sight gap is a little wide and caused me some accuracy problems. Now that it is dark I notice that the sights aren't very bright, but not a big concern. I had one of these several years ago and really liked it and I think this one will grow on me more as I shoot it more. Bud's was good as usual and delivery was super fast. I ordered it at 3:45 P.M. yesterday and picked it up at about 3:00 P.M.today. This was the 84th gun I have bought from Bud's since 2009 and this was definetly the fastest delivery ever. Anyway, in my opinion, for what it is worth, this is a very nicely made pistol and worth the price if you like very well made and shooting 1911 style pistols. 











Paul V

on
07/03/2016




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Good gun, but not as accurate as I had expected / hoped. I have also had a few reliability issues (1 or 2 per 100 rounds, so nothing too bad). 











Mike F

on
06/23/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is the third gun I have purchased from buds. Always the best price I can find,and fast shipping!! This Dan Wesson v-bob is even better that I expected!! All the hype about Dan Wessons are well warranted! My favorite pistol now!! 











Richard F

on
04/27/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Awesome 1911. Well made with excellent fit and finish. Would have thought it was a custom 1911 rather than a semi-custom 1911. I got my money's worth, especially when compared to other commercial 1911s. 150 rounds of 230 gr round ball so far and no bobbles. Of course Bud's is excellent. Took a little longer than other guns that I have ordered from them. Willing to order from them again should I find the need for more. 











Roger D

on
03/27/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I purchased this Dan Wesson VBob last month. The pistol is the nicest 1911 I've had and I've had plenty including $2000 plus from a legendary smith. This VBob is better built. The gun is more accurate than I am. I followed all the break in instructions and the gun has been flawless. Do yourself a favor and check one out. Buds was great to deal with. My order was processed e check and shipped within 6 business days. No problem and great price. 











Randy M

on
03/18/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This was a totally painless purchase and I would not hesitate to buy from Bud's again! As for the gun...I was a bit hesitant to buy such an expensive pistol and as my first 1911 to boot. Even with the price tag, it is ranked among other 1911's with much higher price tags and I totally understand why. It feels awesome in the hand and has the feel of PURE QUALITY! I have only been able to put 200 rounds through it but of those 200, I had ZERO malfunctions and it was exceptionally accurate. I shot better with the Vbob than I have with virtually any other handgun to date. I have been following the break-in procedures outlined by Dan Wesson and all I can say is that this pistol is a keeper and I think I may be a full convert to the 1911 platform. Thanks again to Bud's! Their reputation is well known and it's all true! 











Andrew M

on
03/06/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Hands down the finest firearm I own. The fit and finish is second to none. If you are trying to figure out how to come up with 3000+ to buy a custom 1911, do yourself a favor and try the Dan Wesson valor series first. Use the money you save on mags and ammo. You will not be disappointed! 











Mitchell D

on
04/09/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I was skeptical about the quality of the V-bob for the price, until I recieved it. This gun is absolutely the very best fitted and silky smooth 1911 out there in this price range. Makes me look like alot better shot than I am. 1-1/2'' groups at 15 yards. Could only get about 3'' with my Kimbers. Also a very comfortable carry piece in the commander size. If your on the fence about this one, get off!! Grab one while they are in stock. I would recommed to anyone!! Took about 10 days for me to recieve mine, but buds was great to deal with. Will be back for an ECO soon. Awsome gun!! 











Anthony C

on
12/05/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have owned Ed Brown, Les Baer, Kimber, and Colt 1911's. This Dan Wesson Valor Bobtail is my absolute favorite. The finish of this 1911 is as nice as my Ed Brown. It is much nicer than the Colt, Kimber and Les Baers. The fit is superior to all, even my Ed Brown. There is zero slide to frame movement. The barrel lock up is bank vault tight. It has the cleanest breaking trigger I have ever felt. The safety snaps on and off clean and crisp, and the grip safety is very firm, no rattles. When ever I read a review this positive, I always think it isn't real, but I have honestly never been as satisfied with a gun purchase before. Beautiful gun, excellent value. Buds shipped fast, and had a great price. I would buy another firearm from Buds without hesitation. I have nothing negative to say about the gun or the service from Buds. 











James J

on
11/25/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Fit and finish on this gun is perfect. This is my second Dan Wesson and I will buying a third (ECO). You cannot beat DW's product at the price they deliver it for. This gun is super accurate and a dream to carry. It is easy to conceal and the bobtail makes it even more concealable. The trigger breaks at a very crisp 3.75-4lb. No MIM parts and only quality components from companies such as EGW and ED Brown and in house parts from DW. Transaction with Buds is once again super smooth, delivered to my FFL with no issues. 











Brian W

on
10/24/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I've owned it a little over 1 year now. I STILL think this is the best value in 1911's out there. Fit and finish are better than expected. So far, zero failures of any kind. I would recommend this to anyone. 











Chris S

on
09/29/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Incredible, what else is there to say. Shoots like a dream, perfect in every way. Dan Wesson did this pistol right. 











Steve K

on
04/20/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










What a gun. I held the Duty Finish model and Cabela's and really didn't like it. I prefer the matte SS guns. Front strap checkering also felt sharp and not comfortable. Was a little concerned about ordering this gun without being able to hold it and it was my first time using Buds.. Totally satisfied with both. Grip is just right, the sights are a little different then I'm normally use to. Thought it might be an issue but none at all. Actually like'em. The gun is solid, very clean and tight. You can feel the quality in this gun. Extremely accurate and a pleasure to shoot. It won't be my last Dan Wesson. Have an ECO on order with LGS but might switch to Buds. Positive experience and fair prices makes it hard to shop elsewhere. 











Alfred G

on
04/28/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










1st time ordering a pistol online. Very pleased with Buds price and shipped when promised. Only weird thing is the order didn't come from Buds, but from another store, but product was new and arrived quickly. The Dan Wesson V-Bob is a fantastic gun. Feels great, shoots straight, very high-quality piece for a "reasonable" price. Put 150 rounds through it the 1st day to the range and it shot like a champ. Highly recommended. 











Ernie R

on
10/18/2010




Rating:   2 of 5 Stars!










This release is way over priced. Dan Wesson Had it in the bag, nailed it with the 2008 releases and then got cocky, put out guns with pricing like this with splotch bead blast cheap crap finish? You want black ceramic coating? add $400. Buds is the best place on the net to shop, but Dan Wesson has once again been screwed up in the end by someone wanting to change perfection. No more Dans for me, from 8 to zero.......no more left Be careful if you post on 1911.org and are honest about the finish, I was banned for speaking up in a nice adlt way, that forum is ran by people who work for CZ, and you will not be allowed to be honest or you could lose your account, and there are much better smiths around than what you are spoon fed when you take a COTEP tag..... 











William K

on
10/17/2010




Rating:   1 of 5 Stars!










Unfortunately, I spoke too soon. Should have function tested before giving the 5 star review below. Slide/frame siezed on the fourth round fired. Sent back to DW. BAD customer service. Would not replace the gun and sent it back looking like it had been in the shop...scuffs, scrapes, etc. Further research shows this to be a common problem. Wanted to love it, but. Oh well, can't pick 'em right every time! But again, Bud's is great and I'll continue shopping here! 











William K

on
09/20/2010




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Recently purchased my new V-Bob from Bud's. As with previous experience, the transaction was smooth and painless. As for the pistol....wow! This is one very nice 1911. The build quality and materials are obviously the very best, as advertised. The finish is perfect and the action is smooth and tight. Even with DW increasing prices recently, this gun is worth every penny. I'm going to say this is the BEST production 1911 for concealed carry being made currently, with the possible exception of the Colt Lightweight Commander...I personally prefer the steel frame on the V-Bob. Thanks again Bud's! 











Jiri A

on
09/12/2010




Rating:   1 of 5 Stars!










The gun has blemishes on barrel and frame and I asked twice if gun is NIB no blems. RESPONSE BY BUDS: GUN WAS NIB. WE DO NOT OPEN BOXES TO INSPECT ANY NEW GUNS. IT IS THE CUSTOMERS RESPONSIBILITY TO INSPECT THE GUN PRIOR TO ACCEPTING TRANSFER AND REFUSE THE GUN IF UNSATISFACTORY FOR ANY REASON. WE GLADLY PROVIDE CUSTOMERS CHOICE OF A FULL REFUND OR NEW REPLACEMENT. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat
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Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.
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